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Abstract. In a systems medicine research consortium, openBIS is used as a research 

data repository. To facilitate efficient upload of large files, openBIS is 
complemented by a Nextcloud data cloud system.  Using a Nextcloud client, raw 

mass spectrometry data is automatically imported into the repository in the 

background, enabling comprehensive data provenance. 
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1. Introduction 

SMART-CARE (Systems Medicine Approach to Stratification of Cancer Recurrence) is 

a research project of several clinical, biomedical, and medical informatics partners [1]. 

Its goal is to build a robust mass spectrometry (MS)-based pipeline for predicting relapse 

of cancer patients. For all steps of the pipeline, standard operating procedures are 

developed to ensure reproducible proteome and metabolome analyses. The requirements 

of individual lab partners for a complex solution for MS data management led to the 

SMART-CARE Linked Data Repository (Smart LDR) based on the open-source 

openBIS software [2] to assure correct sample and experiment identification. In this 

solution, security and access management are provided for large data sets. To ensure 

complete reproducibility of the analyses and allow for the application of new analytical 

methods in the future, the consortium decided to add raw MS data files to the Smart LDR. 

Since the regular web-based interface of openBIS proved to be inconvenient for sharing 

up to 90 files per experiment with sizes of three to eight gigabytes each, an extension for 

automatically synchronizing these files had to be newly developed. 

2. Methods 

For the Smart LDR, openBIS was adopted for collecting, managing, and exchanging 

complex data and metadata provided by clinics, laboratories, and analytical partners. The 

raw files generated by mass-spectrometry equipment have to be uploaded to a data server 

via a web browser interface and are attached to corresponding objects in the Smart LDR. 
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Users suggested the upload process should be done in the background and should handle 

possible internet disruptions. The uploaded files should be linked to the corresponding 

objects in Smart LDR containing annotations without manual interaction.  

We researched existing approaches allowing for smooth upload of large files. A 

class of software that is well-established, are systems for setting up private data clouds 

[3], such as Seafile or Nextcloud. Further requirements were the existence of a local 

client program in addition to the web browser interface. Since local firewalls only allow 

for network access via HTTP proxies, only systems with a client suitable for such an 

environment were considered. 

3. Results 

As a result of our research, we decided to use the open-source software Nextcloud. The 

software has a mature state of development and is complemented by client software that 

works well with HTTP proxies. Nextcloud was set up on a dedicated virtual server and 

solves the task of transferring data from laboratory machines to the Smart LDR data store 

server. This was achieved by defining an external storage device in Nextcloud for each 

lab. The labs were instructed to install the client software and configure it to 

automatically synchronize a local drop directory with the respective folder on the server. 

The server-side storage devices are linked into the openBIS data storage server via 

Network File System (NFS). As soon as completely transferred files are detected by 

openBIS, files are moved to the final storage location and deleted from the local directory. 

Customized openBIS scripts and rules assure correct assignment between files and 

samples respectively experiments based on a naming convention of the files. 

4. Discussion and Conclusions 

The solutions we implemented for MS raw data exchange allow seamless data upload 

for labs and fully automated data binding to responsible samples and objects in the Smart 

LDR. The major outcome of openBIS extension is the decrease of workload and 

reduction of burden for lab staff while at the same time ensuring a complete and error-

free raw data repository. Since the concept is generic, our approach can be adopted by 

other projects using openBIS. 
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